PLAYS IN OTHER WORDS

Below are the titles of famous works of theater modern, ancient and in between, from Musicals to Dramas listed in other words. Some are obscure others are not.

EXAMPLE: People are Scared of Mid Atlantic Lupus=Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf

Unkosher Tennis term producer

I demand you to French Me ms. Perry

Everything is in what makes a joke

Middle Fingers

Go Faster with the Ox Cart

Spicy Meatball Prelude

A very brave butt of a joke

Men and Toys

Do

A decent Chinese

The grim reaper and his virgin wife

A crab above

Easy outs

The cleaning hour

Ahoy, the forrest

Peeville

What’s up Buddha Boy?

Edison (Informal)

Just north of New Zealand

A crazy way to dodge something thrown
Ho Chi Minh City Teacher

Sincerity Imperitive

The reddest State in 08

Clown Gig

I killed Emma Goldman, but I didn’t mean to


What Tim Morehouse does when he meets Nicolas Lopez

Bacon Game

Grandpa gave me a fart when he died

$747^2$

A grape has been sitting in Jesus for a while

Speakers at Zero

Awesome (Boston)

Monthly Payment

Canned Meat aplenty

Orange drink brand salad type

A whole lotta Frogs